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LINE tag is a tracking code for measuring user behavior ("purchase" or "membership registration") on the website, carried out by a 
friend using an official account. By using the LINE tag, you can check and analyze the performance (conversion) on the messages 
delivered from an official account at the management screen to achieve message optimization.

LINE Tag

Visualization and efficiency of using conversion data

Conversion / Event Occurrence
(tracked in OA dashboard)

Deliver Broadcast Message 
on Official Account

*LINE Tag has to be installed in your website to enable the conversion  tracking



With the purpose of where it can write a higher number of audience list, it is possible to achieve message transfer with higher 
response.

Usage of high-level audience message
Usecase

ü By installing LINE Tag on your 
website conversion page, you 
can send upselling message to 
those converted followers.

ü Since LINE Tag can also be 
installed in random pages, you 
can create audience based on 
your needs by installing the tags 
in (for example) registration form 
or campaign page.

Conversion / Event Occurrence
(tracked in OA dashboard)

Deliver Broadcast Message 
on Official Account

Create 
Audience

Deliver targeted message based 
on converted users



This function becomes available upon agreeing to the terms of use.

Usage flow

Consent to the terms of use for LINE Tag
�Upon using for the first time, you must agree to the terms of use at the management screen.

Copy the code issued on the “Tracking (LINE Tags)” menu, and install them on your 
website page

Deliver message on official account, include the URL of your website page

Check the result
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LINE Tag is classified into base code, conversion code, and custom events code. These codes can be generated through your 
OA management dashboard.

Type of codes

It is the unique code of official account, which 

is required for measuring user behavior using 

LINE Tag. If this code is not installed, "LINE 

Tag” does not function. Install within 

<head..</head> on the website or use Tag 

Manager.

Enter the website where you want to 

measure conversion (e.g. item purchase, 

reservations, etc). Apply setting right after the 

base code within <head..</head> in the page 

to measure conversion.

The default conversion measured as any 

conversion that occurs within 30 days after 
the user's first click.

This code is used for classifying and tracking 

websites. For example, it can be used for 

event-based measurement or writing 

audience for the users who have visited a 

certain website.

Conversion CodeBase Code Custom Events Code

*In order to effectively use LINE Tag, the base code should be installed in every page of the website, and a conversion code should be installed 
on the page where the final conversion action you would like to measure occurs



Is there any rule in LINE Tag regarding where to install it or the order for each code? 

Base code should be installed within <head> on every website measured by LINE Tag. You can also use the Tag Manager.
Conversion code is installed from the base code and set on the page, while custom events code is used for writing audience 
or measuring the effect on each event. Installation is carried out using base code.

About installation

Example on setting the base code Example on setting base code + attack code

Base 
Code

Conversion Code / 
Custom events code



You can track conversion on “Broadcast Result” under “Insight” menu.
Also, you can also write a custom conversion in “custom conversion” under “Insight” > “Broadcast” menu.

Analysis



Custom conversion is a function for measuring conversion using other methods aside from conversion code. 
Measurement by certain condition and more detailed message analysis and optimization becomes available.
For example: if you only want to see outer purchases for a shopping mall, you can "include shopping mall outer URL” in custom 
conversion menu

Writing custom conversion

Setting Items

(Until CV occurs after 
clicking) Expiration Date
� 1 - 180 days

URL

Event

The default is that conversions measured are 

conversions that occurs within 30 days after 
the user's first click. You can change the 

‘validity period’ from 30 days to up to 180 days

Example: if you only want to see outer 

purchases for a shopping mall, you can 

"include shopping mall outer URL” in custom 

conversion menu

Set a new, customized conversion event (e.g. if 

you want to see how many users put items in 

their carts, you can make a new conversion 

event named "cart" and measure this)



Control details on the management screen differ according to each authority.

Details on controls for each authority

User authority Initiate / Start / Pause the 
tracking LINE Tag settings screen Custom conversion settings 

screen

Administrator � � �

Operation Manager � � �

Operation Manager
(without transmission authority) � � �

Operation Manager
(without read permission for 

analysis)
� � �


